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This month’s box has summer-ready home accents to revive

your home with a Summer vibe without completely

redecorating or spending a lot of money. Summer decor is

bringing in more natural elements to elevate the tone in your

space making it light and airy. This month’s box contains

Fair Trade sustainable home decor and American-Made

home accents. You will be supporting two important

communities and making your home ready for summer.

Warmly
Dawn
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“Summer. When the days get longer, the stars shine brighter,

your hair gets lighter, the water gets warmer, the music gets

louder and life gets better.” ~ Unknown
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ITEMS IN THE BOX

1.
SAMADRA SANDS BASKETS - SET OF 3

 RETAIL:  $34

2.
DECORATIVE THROW BLANKET  AQUA WHITE

BRAIDED TASSELS

 RETAIL:  $28

3.
NATURAL SEA WOOL SPONGE

 RETAIL:  $12

4.
TRUMPET FLOWER WOOD DREAMBOX

 RETAIL:  $13



 Beautiful baskets are from FairTrade

Handmade by artisans in Bangladesh, this set of jute and hogla

woven nesting baskets provide sustainable storage for your

home.

These baskets could be used to store items, update a plant with

natural woven materials by placing a plant in one of these

baskets.

Wipe clean with a wet soft cloth

Samadra Sands Baskets - Set of 3
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Stripe Woven Throw with Braided Tassel 50" X 60"

100% Cotton | Made in India

 We use our blanket for the beach, picnics and tailgate

parties. Well made throw that can be used in multiple

scenarios

Wash in gentle cycle, prefer air dry or low heat in the dryer

Aqua-Blue Striped Throw Blanket withWhite

Braided Tassels
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 Natural Sea Wool Sponge 4-5"  Amazing Natural Renewable

Resource

 When cared for properly, a natural sea sponge can last for 2-6

years! 

 We use our natural sponge for washing dishes due to its 

 antibacterial properties which makes them ideal for household

cleaning tasks. And since they’re 100% natural, they contain no

plastic or toxic chemicals that could harm the planet.

 Learn how these sponges are harvested in the Gulf of Mexico

https://spongesdirect.com/sponge-diving-stringing

 Once a month, soak your bathing sponge in a cup of warm water

with 1 tablespoon of baking soda. This will help clean the sponge

and maintain it's structure

I

Natural Sea Wool Sponge
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 Trumpet flower on small maple box w/ mother of pearl.

 Hand-Made by Woodcutts Inc.

 All items are made at their small, family-run shop in

Englewood, Colorado and all materials are proudly and

sustainably sourced and manufactured in the USA.

Trumpet Flower Wood Dreambox
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